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ABSTRACT
The proposed paper describes the new ideas for hydraulic and mechanical design of the
high head pump turbine. The main ideas, knowledge and experience are collected from the
uprating process of the high head pump turbine Dlouhe Strane in Czech Republic. The
main goals are the operation of the pump turbine from zero to maximum output in the
turbine mode of operation and non restricted operation in the pump mode. The novel runner
hydraulic design using modern flow simulation methods allows avoiding of any pressure
pulsations restricting turbine mode of operation which usually appears at partial load. The
solution is to optimize runner outlet flow in order to properly stabilize flow in the draft tube.
The unsteady flow simulations using Ansys CFD have been used for the process. The
number of runner blades and wicket gates is optimized for the best interaction of rotor and
stator having suitable number of the diametrical nodes of the rotating pressure field. The
very important part of the design was the establishment of mechanical dynamic behavior of
the runner in aquatic environment. The analysis has been carried out using Ansys
Mechanical software. Besides of the standard modal analysis the response of the runner
dynamics to the spatially and time depending function of the exciting pressure field has
been analyzed. The function was primary predicted by unsteady CFD analysis and verified
by model tests and during on site measurements. Finally, the new concept of the reliable
runner manufacturing technology using one weld is realized. The general possibility of the
connection of the pump turbine with synchronous motor generator and full frequency
converter is discussed and the advantage of the regulation of the pump turbine input is
mentioned. The result of the research can be beneficial in today requirements of the wide
range of the energy regulation.

Introduction
The pump turbines with the largest unit capacity in Europe installed at pumped storage
hydroelectric power plant Dlouhe Strane were subject of the upgrading. The reason was the
forthcoming lifetime expiration of the runner after years of operation. The runners of pump
turbines are generally exposed to high dynamic loads due to fast transitions between
pumping and generating mode and condenser operation and also due to non avoidable
resonances occurring due to frequent variations of a rotational speed. The second reason
of the refurbishment was the request for a wider operation range especially in generating
mode and, of course, the improvement of the total efficiency of the cycle. The process of
development of the new runner with expected higher reliability and better performance must
be supported by an effective cooperation among hydraulic and mechanical designers and
by application of precise manufacturing technology.

Description of Dlouhe Strane Pumped storage power plant
The pumped storage power plant Dlouhe Strane is situated at central part of Europe in
Czech Republic. It prides with three superlatives: it has the largest reversing water turbine
unit in Europe, 325 MW; it has the largest head of all power stations in the Czech Republic,
510.7 m; and it has the largest installed capacity in the Czech Republic, 2 x 325 MW, with
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runner external diameter 4.5 m. The power station fulfills static, dynamic and condenser
functions within the power system. The static function lies in converting the surplus energy
in the system into peak-load energy, at periods of surplus electricity in the system, namely
at night, water is pumped from the lower to the elevated storage reservoir; and during the
on-peak periods, when there is a shortage of electricity, the power station’s turbines
generate electricity. The dynamic function of the hydroelectric power station means
functioning as the system’s output reserve, generating the regulating output and energy,
and participating in the frequency regulation of the system. The condenser operation
facilitates the voltage regulation within the power system.

Fig. 1 - Photo of the pumped storage and representative cross section of the unit
The power station was designed as an underground hydroelectric power station. Both
turbine sets are located under the ground, in a 87.5 m x 25.5 m x 50 m cavern. Next to the
turbine chamber, there is located a 115 m x 16 m x 21.7 m transformer chamber. It includes
two unit three-phase transformers, 22 kV switching rooms and other equipment. The upper
storage reservoir is connected with the underground power station by two penstocks, 1.5
km long, each feeding one turbine set. Two discharge tunnels, 5.2 m in diameter, connect
the station with the lower reservoir. The tunnels are 354 m and 390 m long. The lower
reservoir is on the Divoka Desna river. Its total capacity is 3.4 million m3 of water; it has a 56
m high dam, and its water level fluctuates by 22.2 m. The upper reservoir is situated on top
of the Dlouhe Strane mountain, 1.350 m above sea level. Its total capacity is 2.72 million
m3. The administration building and the control room are situated on the area, along with
the outgoing lines with a 400 kV encased switching station, workshops and warehouses,
garages, a sewage treatment station and a water treatment station.

History of the power plant and experience from operation
The pumped storage power plant was put into commercial operation in 1996. There were
carried out the modifications of the guide bearing, cooling system and as well as the
modification of the footing of the axial segments of the axial thrust bearing during the
operation. The original main axial seal was replaced by the new one of special mechanical
design. The operation of original turbine was restricted to minimum output of 160 MW due
to excessive pressure pulsations in the draft tube and consequent vibrations at turbine
partial load. During common inspection of the TG1unit in 2003 after seven years of
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operation it was found the serious damage on one of the blades in the connection to the
runner hub (Fig. 2). After detailed analysis, the runner resonance vibration excited by rotorstator interaction was found as the most probable cause of the runner cracks (Fig. 3). The
original combination of number of the runner blades and wicket gates 7/20 produces on-site
measured excitation frequency 150 Hz which is very close to the computed value of the
natural frequency of the runner in aquatic environment. Moreover, other resonance vibration
phenomena were noticed during start up process of the pump turbine. The runner was
transported to the workshop and cracks were repaired by welding. During the following
years the pump turbine was operated under careful monitoring and frequent inspections. As
the consequence of the cracks, the owner of the power plant, company CEZ, decided for
runner replacement in 2011. In order to improve the dynamic behavior of the pump turbine
the idea of upgrading process was to replace original seven blade runner with new one
having nine runner blades. The requirement for turbine continuous operation with the new
runner was from extremely low value of 5 MW up to maximum turbine output of 328 MW.

Fig. 2 - Crack detected at one blade

Fig. 3 - Runner axial displacement

Requirements for pump turbine runner
The energy market policy is based on requirement for flexible operation of pump turbines
operating at wide range and of course with high efficiency. The main idea is to balance the
energy production and consumption within a typical day (Fig. 4). Consequently the
operation of pumped storage power plant Dlouhe Strane is characterized by frequent starts
and shutdowns of the machine in both modes of operation, fast transitions between both
modes and transitions to the condenser mode at pumping and generating mode (Fig. 5).
Even if the runner is designed as resonance free for steady state operation, a huge
variation of the rotational speed during start and shutdown causes some short term
resonances with the potential of corrosion fatigue damage. In order to prevent any possible
cracks in the runner due to these transients, the process of runner design and
manufacturing must be very precise. High resistance to the corrosion fatigue of the runners
is thus a rational requirement. Definitely the top level of hydraulic performance with the high
level of efficiency in both modes and perfect cavitation features are apparent.
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Fig. 5 - Operation record of Dlouhe Strane

Optimization of the new runner hydraulic performance
Important goal was to improve the hydraulic efficiency level in both the turbine and pump
modes. Besides of the efficiency level the next important target was to allow a very wide
operation range in the turbine mode of operation. The turbine operation range of the new
runner was planned from the extremely low value of 5 MW up to maximum of 328 MW. In
order to obtain the optimal hydraulic performance of the new runner the extensive hydraulic
research supported by CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) has been realized and finally
confirmed by model tests at hydraulic laboratory.
The hydraulic design of the pump turbine is a very complex task. This can be
advantageously realized by the combination of the mathematical optimization methods and
standard intuitive manual optimization. There are more mathematical methods suitable for
multi objective optimization algorithm of the set of optimized parameters describing pump
turbine blade geometry. The Nelder-Mead simplex method was used as there was the
positive experience from the optimization of Kaplan and Francis turbines runners. Such
method is able to search the local minimum of the defined objective function. The
disadvantage of the non global character of the method was substitute by the multiinitialization approach, when the same optimization procedure is run with different
initialization blade geometry. Using the Bezier splines altogether 26 parameters describing
the camber surface of the blade were used. The thickness distribution was prescribed as
fixed in case of the mathematical optimization procedure. The most important seems to be
a definition of the objective function, which will be optimized (usually minimized). For pump
turbine optimization process the objective function consisted of definition of four operational
points defined by prescribed heads and efficiencies (Eq. 1), each multiplied by relevant
weighting factor.

f w1H f1H w1E f1E w2H f2H w2E f2E w3H f3H w3E f3E w4H f4H w4E f4E (Eq. 1)
Index 1: Head and efficiency at operational point 1 (turbine best efficiency point)
Index 2: Head and efficiency at operational point 2 (turbine partial load)
Index 3: Head and efficiency at operational point 3 (turbine maximum output)
Index 4: Head and efficiency at operational point 4 (pump best efficiency point)
The crucial moment is the definition of the values of weighting factors, which leads the
optimization process to the expected target. The proper values are usually established by
trial and error approach. The resulting objective function diagram and the diagram of the
individual efficiencies are presented in Figure 6. The solution was successfully stabilized
after approximately 220 iteration loops.
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Fig. 6 - Progress of the objective function and of the individual efficiencies

Cavitation features of the new runner
Pump turbines are usually facing with the aggressive cavitation erosion at pump mode of
operation, especially in case of high head installation. Thus, the submergence of the
reversible units is determined by the cavitation features in pumping mode. Today's
computational CFD methods allow to design the pump turbine blade profile for optimization
of cavitation features. Such optimization requirement was not implicitly implemented in the
mathematical efficiency optimization procedure. So after automatic mathematical blade
efficiency optimization the intuitive manual blade profile modification was applied in order to
improve cavitation features. The key assumption for high head pump turbine is to push the
incipient cavitation away from standard operation range. The critical margins at pumping
mode are minimum delivery head (cavitation on pressure side) and maximum delivery head
(cavitation on suction side). The steady state one phase flow simulation is enough to predict
cavitation features of the pump mode leading edge profile. The critical value of the static
pressure was established taking into account the sufficient safety margin, usually 10% of
the actual Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH) in case of the high head pump turbine.
The cavitation performance in turbine mode of pump turbine is generally slightly better than
in pumping mode. Despite this experience, the check of the usual turbine cavitation on the
runner blade at maximum turbine output should be done. However, the development
process of the new runner shows another interesting phenomenon. During observation of
the model turbine there were observed the flashes of the cavitation clouds at the turbine
leading edge at the pressure side of the blade at very low outputs. Such cavitation was not
observed on the CFD computation results obtained by steady state computation. Based on
the findings during development model tests the new unsteady computations were carried
out. The results show the static pressure fluctuation depending on the position of the runner
blade to the position of the rotating pressure field at extremely low wicket gate opening. The
computation showed the signs of the rotating stall with low pressure zone causing cavitation
bubbles on the runner blades (Fig. 7). The turbine leading edge geometry was modified in
order to improve this type of cavitation. After optimization of the geometry confirmed by
CFD simulation the modification was additionally applied on the model runner. The tests of
the modified runner confirmed the correct geometry correction.
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Fig. 7 - Cavitation at turbine during very low load and same situation after modification

Runner dynamics and rotor-stator interaction
The principle of uprating was a replacement of the existing runner by a new one.
Development of the new runner with expected higher reliability was supported by an
effective cooperation of hydraulic and mechanical designers. Besides fulfilling the usual
criteria for functional and power parameters it was also necessary to evaluate frequency
and mode shapes of the excitation dynamic pressure field, and the affinity (if any) with
eigen modes of the runner, as well as to ensure a high level of corrosion fatigue resistance
of the runner. The main source of excitation in water turbines is usually RSI (Rotor Stator
Interaction). The RSI generates an unsteady pressure field in the hydraulic machines. Using
some analysis and simplifications, these fields can be described as fields with diametrical
nodes. The number of the diametrical nodes k is given by a simple known criterion (Eq. 2).

m.zR-n.zS=k
where:
m, n: arbitrary integers
k: number of diametrical nodes
zR: number of runner blades
zS: number of wicket gates

(Eq. 2)

As observed from the above criterion, the crucial effect on the excitation frequencies
caused by RSI is represented by the number of the runner blades and the wicket gates.
Detailed analyses of the runner blades number impact on the rotor vibrations and the
pressure pulsations have been taken into account. The main evaluated parameters were
rotor vibrations, high frequency pressure pulsations and turbine head cover vibration.
Analyses of the whole hydraulic system, including penstock, pump turbine, draft tube and
discharge tunnel loaded by high frequency pulsation have been carried out. Based on these
analyses for the existing 20 wicket gates the number of runner blades was chosen 9 instead
of originally installed 7. Dominant frequency of high pressure pulsation in rotating system
fR=142.8 Hz is the same for new and the original runner due to the same number of the
wicket gates and the same rotational speed. The transversal modes of rotor are excited at
very high frequencies fT=578.6 Hz. The main consequences are the guide bearing load
minimization and minimization of the excitation of the shaft bending modes. Natural and
forced vibrations of the new runner were analyzed by FEA (Finite Element Analysis)
simulations. The model developed for the analysis of runner vibration behavior in water
includes the complete rotor structure and the fluid domain with boundaries respecting the
geometry of the turbine covers, spiral case and the draft tube. The eigen frequencies of the
runner vibration in the water were analyzed in the range from 0 Hz to 270 Hz. In the area
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around excitation frequency 142.8 Hz, the nearest natural frequency was evaluated at
158.6 Hz which was confirmed as being far enough. Further part of the development was to
solve forced vibrations of the runner submerged in water actuated by quasi-periodical
pressure pulsations between the runner blades and wicket gates. Time and spatially
variable fields of pressure pulsations generated by hydraulic interference runner blades and
wicket gates are derived from CFD computations. The pressure field was evaluated by
measurement at laboratory as well. An example of the CFD results is shown using FFT
analysis of the pressure pulsations in the vaneless space and compared to results from
model tests (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 - Results of CFD simulation and comparison with laboratory model tests results
The record of CFD simulation shows the pressure pulsations in vaneless space in three
points for one diameter and one angular position at hub, shroud and in the middle of the
distributor height. The maximum pulsations were found at hub and minimal at shroud. This
fact among others confirms that cracks at pump turbine runners appear at the runner hub
more frequently than at the runner shroud. The results of Fourier transformation confirmed
the theoretically evaluated frequencies and the practical value of the pressure pulsation
which was used for FEA analyses of the whole pump turbine.
Dynamic response of the rotor with the runner in the aquatic environment is solved as a
transitional task in the time interval duration 1.14 seconds, reaching a steady vibration of
system. Dissipation of mechanical energy in the system was modeled by Rayleigh, with a
constant modal proportional damping of system in the frequency range 0 Hz to 400 Hz. The
dynamic displacements and dynamic stresses in the runner and the fluid pressures in the
fluid domain are obtained. Computed value of vibration amplitude of the stresses is up to
9.5 MPa in stress concentration area. The example of the instantaneous results is also
shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9 - Used exciting function and results of dynamic analysis in water environment

Draft tube surge investigation
Respecting the cavitation requirements in pump mode the pump turbines are generally
more submerged than standard Francis turbines. Hence the less intensive draft tube
cavitating vortex structures are expected. However, there are published the experience
either with partial load or overload pressure surges. The operation of the original turbine
with original seven blade runner was characterized by so called "black zone" area in the
partial load regime between 80 to 160 MW, which corresponds to approximately 50% of
turbine load. At this zone the original turbine generated severe vibrations measured on the
turbine guide bearing. Another target of the pump turbine uprating was to design the new
runner allowing operation without such restriction. The previous research of the draft tube
vortex flow indicated some countermeasures how to suppress pressure pulsations
amplitudes or shift the frequencies of pulsations in the draft tube (Lit. 3). The dynamic
behavior of the vortex in the draft tube was first tested using unsteady flow simulation. The
vortex structures in the draft tube were then observed at hydraulic laboratory on the pump
turbine model. Thanks to the optimized velocity distribution downstream of the runner the
strong vortex observed at original runner during partial load operation (Fig. 10) practically
disappeared in case of the new design (Fig. 11). Of course, it is known that the draft tube
pressure pulsations are not directly scalable to the prototype turbine as the water way
system is always different. Therefore, the final conclusion regarding the operational has to
be done after field tests.

Fig. 10 - Partial load of original runner Fig. 11 - Partial load of new runner
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Model acceptance tests at hydraulic laboratory
Results of the hydraulic research were confirmed at Litostroj Power Hydraulic laboratory in
Blansko (Czech Republic). Altogether four alternatives were tested in order to choose the
best solution regarding the full scope of the guarantees. The final model acceptance tests
were carried out with the participation of the client representatives. All pump turbine
parameters, as e.g. power in pump and turbine mode, efficiency and the cavitation features,
have all fulfilled the guarantees and all other tender requirements. Basic results of the new
runner model tests were also relatively compared to the original runner solution. The
prototype parameters predicted from scaled-up model test results confirmed all guaranteed
energetic parameters in both operation modes. During the model tests a set of transducers
was installed in the vaneless space and in the spiral case in order to obtain detailed time
dependent pressure pulsations field.

Fig. 12 - Model runner and model pump turbine installed at hydraulic laboratory

The unconventional technology of the runner manufacturing
The operation of pumped storage power plant is characterized by frequent starts and
shutdowns of the machine in both modes of operation. Even if the runner is designed as
resonance free for steady-state operation, a huge variation of the rotational speed during
start and shutdown causes some short term resonances. In order to prevent any possible
cracks in the runner due to these transients, the process of runner manufacturing must be
very precise. The fatigue cracks are usually indicated in the connections of runner blades
with the hub or shroud of the runner, i.e. in the areas of the stress concentration. This is
exactly the spot, where the welds are located during a standard manufacturing procedure,
which decreases significantly the runner reliability. Requirements for reliability of the
runners, new efficient milling machines, efforts to reduce costs and time required for
production have led to the formulation of new concepts of runner manufacturing. In this
case the runner is executed as a semimanufactured hub with parts of the blades and semimanufactured shroud with remaining parts of the blades. The mentioned runner parts are
welded in the middle of the runner blade height, where low stress predominates (Fig. 13).
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Table 1 - Material of the pump turbine runner

Fig. 13 – Procedure of runner

Fig. 14 – Assembly of the new runner

Two runner parts are cast from martensitic stainless steel GX4CrNi13-4 + QT1 produced by
VOD process. The welding is performed by Metal-Arc Active Gas Welding with filler metal
Böhler CN 13/4-IG. After welding and tempering the runner undergoes NDT tests according
to CCH 70-3; indicated size of surface and internal defects comply with the level 1 in the
exposed areas of the runner. Runner is statically balanced on the len with hydrostatic
bearing to quality grade G2.5 according to ISO 1940-1. With knowledge gained from
simulations of the runner vibration in the water, there are determined critical areas in terms
of crack initiation, where carefully non-destructive testing during the production was
executed. In addition, a new concept of the runner manufacturing improves the technical
and economic parameters of the production process. This procedure reduces material
consumption, shortens production time, reduces number of tempering during welding and
thereby reduces the risk of failure, in order to comply with the required mechanical
properties of steel. The material properties are presented in Table 1. The manufacturing
process of the new runner was completed in 14 months. The workshop refurbishment of the
original parts, as e.g. lower and upper ring or parts of the axial sealing, took approximately
2 months. Altogether 3 months were necessary for completion of the task, commencing
from existing unit shutdown till the installation and commissioning of the new one.
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Site tests after turbine upgrading
At the end of 2012, the guaranteed parameters measurement was carried out by an
independent organization. The measurements confirmed the guaranteed efficiency values
as well as the guaranteed operation range in both modes with satisfying level of the
vibrations and pressure pulsations. The turbine operation is very smooth looking to the
diagram of the turbine guide bearing vibration practically from zero output to the maximum
output of 328 MW. In the most of the head range the turbine operates at zone A, only at low
load operation the vibrations crosses zone B according to international standard IEC 7919-5
(Fig. 15).

Fig. 15 - Results from on-site measurement - left turbine, right pump operational mode

In the pump operation the wicket gates open when operating at lower delivery heads due to
the optimization of the efficiency. The relation is completely implemented in the governing
system of the pump-turbine. The optical measurement of the axial displacement of the
runner hub during rotation was permanently installed at the power plant therefore the
reduction of the axial movement was evaluated (Fig. 16). The reduction of the vibration of
the wicket gate stems can be explained by the overhaul of the wicket gate bearings (Fig.
16) and partially also by reduction of the amplitude of the pressure pulsations caused by
change of number of runner blades.

Fig. 16 - On-site results - left runner axial displacement, right wicket gate vibrations
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Discussion regarding variable speed solution
In order to make pump turbine more flexible in pumping mode the modern units are able to
regulate also the input in the pump mode. This can be done mechanically by adjustable
runner blades at diagonal Deriaz type turbines in case of low heads (Lit. 2), or by electrical
way using variable speed generator or standard synchronous generator in combination with
frequency converter for units bellow 200 MW. Fig. 17 shows the capability of the pump
turbine Dlouhe Strane to adjust power input in pump mode from 225 to 325 MW by
rotational speed variation. The variable speed in the generating mode allows operate the
turbine with higher efficiency at full range (Fig. 17).

Fig. 17 - Possible variable speed operation at pumping and generating mode

Conclusions
At the beginning of the upgrading process of the 325 MW pump turbine Dlouhe Strane it
was necessary to analyze the cause of the cracks at the original runner. After detailed
analysis the runner resonance vibration excited by rotor-stator interaction was denominated
as the most probable cause of the runner cracks. Therefore the design of the new runner
was focused on both, hydraulic performance and mechanical dynamic features. The
hydraulic design supported by CFD methods and experimental testing in hydraulic
laboratory resulted in the main expected goal - the wide operation range in turbine mode
from 5 to 328 MW and full pump operation without any restrictions. This was managed by
optimization of the runner outflow avoiding severe draft tube vortex formations, which in
case of the existing runner produced violent pressure pulsations and turbine vibrations in
the range from 80 to 160 MW. A special type of cavitation was observed during model tests
phase of the new runner development at turbine leading edge at very low turbine load. After
additional leading edge modification such type of cavitation disappeared. The results of the
development were finally confirmed by field test at the power plant. Thanks to the
successful uprating of the unit No.1 the uprating process of the second unit is now under
realization in the company.
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